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If you can't await, here is the

QUICK START GUIDE:

•

Connect the supplied AMPETE SIX-ONE footswitch to the FOOTSWITCH jack;

•

Hook up a delay or reverb to the FX LOOP if you like;

•

Bring all controls to the Quick Start Settings on the previous page;

•

Begin low level and adjust MASTER I to 9:00;

•

Adjust MASTER II to 10:30;

•

Power up ONE and allow a minute to warm up before switching the STANDBY
switch to ON position;

•

Now lean back and relax... pardon, play!

•

Skip through all the 12 different modes of BOOST, CHANNEL, and mode CH II
combinations;

•

Add some effects via the FX switch and listen to the spillover when you disable the
FX again;

•

Simple and useful, the second MASTER.

Now that you experienced what a powerful tool is at the end of your cable adjust
the DEEP, PRESENCE and SPEED switches to your liking and the connected speaker
cabinet and leave them for now. We had a reason for putting these on the
backside. All you need for your musical everyday life you will find at the frontpanel.
For any further detailed descriptions and functions check the manual, which also
gives you some sample settings and useful suggestions to get the most out of ONE.
Beyond that, simply enjoy it!
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We all...
... produce electronic waste! It's just a matter of time!
We at Ampete Engineering are not only consumers like you yourselves but also engineers of electronic
products for the modern world. At first glance it looks as though everything has already been invented but a
closer examination shows that demands are getting more refined and specific every day. Just like in the
economy, sports, or the spiritual world performance, utility and consistency depend on small changes and
nuances in improvement. In other words we are supposed to show improvement every day. This is not a
one way street and is something we take seriously. For us it is more than wanting a slice of the pie it means
that we must anticipate how our products will be used and design it with those variables in mind.
Today our entire life is determined by electronics, at home, on the road, at work or vacation, in
supermarkets, concert arenas or even in natural resorts.
Typical consumer electronics aren’t robust, they are manufactured to meet a price point that doesn’t lend
itself to longevity.
For people like us from the 70‘s this is a turning point. We grew up in a world where electronic devices were
nothing short of a masterpiece. Today 90% of electronics are manufactured by robots or in countries where
`global players` celebrate the abolition of workers protection and minimum wages. It doesn’t end there,
after an expected short life cycle, the electronic waste needs to be thrown out. This may suggest that
components like housing, metal and synthetics will be recycled to find their way back into a product. But of
course often times this is not how it is done!
If you ever heard of 'toxic city' (and I don't mean the fantastic album of a great band) you probably know
what we mean.
It might surprise you to read this in a manual for an electronic device.
We want to make sure you understand that by purchasing an Ampete Engineering Product you will get a
device in which we put all our passion, belief and knowledge and that you get a product in the tradition of
many great people before us, for whom electronics were and still are wonderful masterpieces.
But you also purchased a little piece of responsibility. Maintain your Ampete Engineering Product – we will
be here to support you, we built this to survive… possibly even us.
In case you should be faced with any issue on any day at any place somewhere in the world, we are here as
you would expect us to be.
This is not a promise, it is our view of life.
Thanks for letting us be a part in enabling your musical world.

Yours sincerely,
Ampete
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Introduction

YOU are the guitarist and your instrument is not your guitar or your amp; it's your fingers, your soul,
sometimes your head and your creativity.
I personally don't want Style, Voicing, Shift, Preset, Class A, Triode, Watt or whatever options... I don't
like too many channels, switches, potentiometers... and I don't believe in the all-in-one-device suitable
for every purpose kinda thing.
I don't want the ingredients of a 200 $ meal in a 3 star restaurant, i want the cook to cook!
To be honest, even if it sounds great, I wouldn't recommend ONE if you play the Gypsy Jazz.
But what I like is all ready matched sounds recallable by a flick of a switch without adjusting anything!
It saves me from nasty experiences in musical contexts and trouble with my bandmates.
Some would love it, if the next FAITH NO MORE Album would be released in 128 tracks, but they would
need some more months to hear and then maybe and hopefully enjoying it.
I prefer the version of the producer, the 'filter', the link between the artist and myself. Let him do the
work, lean back and relax!
We prepared the meal, enjoy it!

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Footswitchable and programmable two mode BOOST, treble and edge;
Two footswitchable and programmable CHANNELs;
CHANNEL I featuring american tradition sounds with GAIN, 3 way BRIGHT switch, TONE and
VOLUME;
CHANNEL I, 3 position SPEED switch offering 3 different Bass responses;
CHANNEL II featuring british tradition sounds with GAIN, TREBLE, MID, BASS and VOLUME;
CHANNEL II, HI and LO Gain mode;
CHANNEL II, 3 position SPEED switch offering 3 different Bass responses;
tone transparent valve buffered parallel FX-LOOP, footswitchable and programmable;
FX-LOOP spillover function, which lets delays or reverbs decay naturally when FX is disabled;
-10dB, +4dB setting for both pedals and studio effect processor units;
Two footswitchable and programmable MASTER volumes;
DEEP and PRESENCE power amp controls;
MIDI controllable, both program changes and control changes;
LINE OUT for driving external power amplifiers when running W/D/W systems;
included 6 way programmable footcontroller with direct access to BOOST I, BOOST II,
CHANNEL I or II, CH II LO MODE, MASTER I or II, FX-LOOP.
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Front Panel
1. INPUT: You wouldn't have bought a 3k Guitar Amp if you would not know where to connect your
guitar.
2. BOOST Switch: selects whether no, yellow, red or both boosts are activated. Push right for yellow,
push left for red boost. Push right or left again to deactivate the respective boost.
3. BOOST I (yellow mode): higher frequencies boost, keeps especially Channel 1 from being muddy
when hitted hard. Also ideal for humbucker guitars or in general pick ups with higher output and
higher bass amount.
4. BOOST II (red mode): more than the yellow the red Boost gives you a deeper boost, but still cuts
the bass frequencies to keep either channel tight and dynamic even with higher gain settings.
5. BOOST control: Controls the amount of both yellow and red mode boost. Settings lower than
12:00 will lower the gain of the selected channel, settings higher than 12:00 lets you boost your
channels up to 36dB. In contrast to the GAIN of each channel the BOOST emphasizes the upper
frequencies, thus you can control whether the gain structure is darker (turn up the GAIN) or brighter
(turn up the BOOST).
6. CHANNEL I GAIN (green): Controls the amount of gain in Channel I. The bass frequencies will be
proportional stronger with lower gain settings, and decrease the higher it's set. That way Channel I
treats already boosted signals exceptionally well. To get an impression run a boost pedal into ONE
and turn the volume of it all the way up. Now compare the setting GAIN 5:00 / VOLUME 12:00 and
GAIN 9:00 / VOLUME 5:00.
Keep that in mind when using pedals!
7. CHANNEL I BRIGHT Switch: offers 3 different settings, for a change we start in the middle
position, which simply keeps the Bright switch off. BRIGHT I (upper position) delivers sparkling
treble frequencies, inspired by some of the greatest american clean amps from the golden 60s era.
BRIGHT II (lower position) delivers more dirty mids, which work exeptionally well with either BOOST
mode. This setting associates a slightly more british voice.
Overall the BRIGHT switch's effect decreases the higher the GAIN setting of CHANNEL I is, right up
to no effect when the GAIN control is turned all the way up.
8. CHANNEL I TONE: The TONE circuit gives you access to a wide range of sounds with a single
control. Its range could be divided into 3 regions: Starting from all the way down, the TONE control
delivers the lowest Bass and Treble amount and gives you a dry, midrange kinda rhythm chunk. This
setting is nicely suited with the BOOST I or II. It brings in the bass between 9:00 and 12:00 (best
suited for BRIGHT I position), from 12:00 to all the way up the treble comes in and a nicely scooped
or v-shaped tone is present.
9. CHANNEL I VOLUME: We thought we give you a break, nothing special on the volume control.
Simply be aware that beyond setting the volume level it controls the level of the FX-LOOP's SEND
and hence can bring the send stage into clipping. This can be a volitional effect, it gives the amp a
harder, less controlled basic sound, which reminds of some great clean amps from the 80s. But be
aware that the volume level of CHANNEL II needs to be adjusted respectively.
10. CHANNEL switch: selects if CHANNEL I or II is activated. Push right for CHANNEL I, left for
CHANNEL II. When pushed after initializing ONE, the red HI gain mode is active, press again to
the left for activating the orange LO GAIN MODE in CHANNEL II! ONE will keep the last activated
mode in CHANNEL II, when CHANNEL I was activated in the meantime.
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11. CHANNEL II GAIN: What else than setting the amount of Gain of CHANNEL II. The function
slightly differs in both red HI and orange LO mode.
In the red HI mode the GAIN meters two valve stages, which offers a wide range of gain structures
from a light crunch to heavy distortion. In the orange LO mode a direct control of only one single
stage is obtained for a british voiced clean to heavy crunch of the 70s era.
The GAIN control can be as well divided into three regions: from 8:00 to 10:00 for an open, more
dynamic and 'fragile' character, from 10:00 to 2:00 for compressed full chords and from 2:00 to full
clockwise for saturated high gain settings.
12. CHANNEL II TREBLE: Controls the amount of treble frequencies. A good point to start is 12:00
and adjust slightly lower or higher as you prefer. We recommend settings between 10:00 and 2:00.
Such settings give you the most balanced results, as the TREBLE interacts with the MID and BASS.
The higher the TREBLE is set, the lower the effect of the two other EQ controls.
13. CHANNEL II MID: Controls the amount of mid frequencies. Settings below 10:00 will produce
scooped sounds perfectly suited for high gain metal sounds in the HI mode, especially in conjunction
with one of the BOOST modes. The MID control will provide more classic sounds with settings higher
than 2:00. Try the interaction with the TREBLE by decreasing it while increasing the MID.
14. CHANNEL II BASS: Controls the amount of bass frequencies. Don't be afraid, try the whole range,
ONE will stay tight in the bass frequencies even with settings higher than 2:00.
15. CHANNEL II Volume: Exactly as the CHANNEL I VOLUME the CHANNEL II VOLUME controls the
level at the FX SEND output and surely matches the volume of CHANNEL II compared to CHANNEL
I. It's also possible to overdrive the FX send stage with this control, it will change the overall
character of CHANNEL II to a more dirty tone.
16. SAVE Switch: Saves the currently selected status to a MIDI preset. When ONE is controlled via
MIDI, simply send a program change from your MIDI device, set the BOOST I, BOOST II, CHANNEL,
CHII MODE, FX and MASTER switches and press SAVE.
MIDI function: Press and hold SAVE when turning on POWER to set the MIDI channel. Refer to
the paragraph 'checking and setting the MIDI channel' to see further details.
17. FX-LOOP Switch: Activates the FX LOOP. The actual status is programmed to the chosen MIDI
program change when the SAVE switch is pressed. The default after powering on ONE is off.
HINT: The DRY/WET can be used as a 3rd switchable Mastervolume/Attenuator controlled by the FX
switch, when no effect unit is used. Hereby it can only lower the level of the activated MASTER.
18. MASTER I: The MASTER section is electronically positioned behind the FX LOOPs recovery stage
and thus sets the level of the phase inverter and power section. ONE will sound almost the same
over the entire MASTER control range, thus makes it an ideal partner for recording sessions in your
apartement during the night.
19. MASTER Switch: Selects whether MASTER I (push right) or MASTER II (push left) is active and
can be programmed to MIDI presets when the SAVE switch is pressed.
20. MASTER II: No big surprise, when i tell you that it works exactly like MASTER I.
21. PILOT LIGHT: Indicates voltage to filament and switching logic.
22. STANDBY: Activates the high voltage to the entire circuit.
23. POWER: Activates the filament voltage to the valves as well as the low voltage rails for the
switching logic.
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Rear Panel
1. AC VOLTAGE SELECTOR: This switch is hidden under the back panel to avoid accidental changes.
Remove the back panel to get access to it. When changing AC voltage for using ONE in a different
country, make sure fuse values are correct.
2. AC JACK / MAIN FUSE: Connect the included or any standard line cord. Check the settings for
your country at the back side.
3. HT FUSE 1A: Protects the entire high voltage circuit in case of a failure from any serious damage.
Please make sure to use the correct value.
4. LINE OUT: Non frequency compensated output with a tenth of the output level for driving external
power amps for example when running a wet/dry/wet system.
5. MIDI IN: Input for your MIDI pedal or MIDI sending device.
6. FOOTSWITCH: Input for the included AMPETE FOOTSWITCH ONE-SIX. This gives you direct acess
to BOOST I, BOOST II, CHANNEL I or II, CHANNEL II LO, MASTER I or II and FX-LOOP.
7. FX-LOOP RETURN: Input to recovery stage of the FX-LOOP circuit. This input is always active,
even if the FX-LOOP switch at the front side is not engaged. This way spillover from delay or reverb
effects are maintained. Its level is controlled by the DRY/WET and can go from '0' to '100' percent.
8. FX-LOOP +4dB / -10dB Switch: Sets the offset level at the SEND as well as the offset level to
the RETURN stage. We recommend the +4dB(u) setting for use with professional effect processors
(like most 19 inch units), with most guitar effect pedals the -10dB(V) setting is best. But like most
often, try the setting which works best with your setup and decide yourself.
9. FX-LOOP SEND: Low impedance output from SEND stage and hence direct dependend from the
CHANNEL VOLUMEs. The signal at it is switched by the FX switch at the front. It toggles the signal
on and off, the default setting is off.
10. DRY/WET: The DRY/WET controls the direct signal as well as the RETURN level reversed.
It's not a blend pot, as it is most often, but a stereo type. That way the in- and output impedances
are independend from the setting of the pot and the volume stays the same over the entire range.
Notice that when using the FX-LOOP serial (DRY/WET all the way up), the quality and the volume of
the signal is dependend from the effect unit.
In some cases of serial usage (DRY/WET set fully clockwise) a drop in volume may occur when
engaging the FX-LOOP because of impedance issues. This especially comes along with guitar effect
pedals, which shall emulate certain 'old-school' circuits. In this case adjust the volume externally
compared to the dry signal.
Also note that in parallel mode phasing effects can occur dependend on the phase response of the
external effect unit. This often comes along with more complex digital devices and requires to
deactivate the dry portion of the effect unit. The negative part of it is a drop in volume compared to
the Bypass mode. In that case a serial usage is recommended and the mix gonna be adjusted with
the external device.
11. FUSE V1/V3 and FUSE V2/V4: In case of a shortened valve, one of these fuses will fail and the
amp works with only 50W. That way you can easily finish the gig before replacing the valve and
fuse. Make sure to use the correct value of 0,5A / 500mA.
Anyway if you prefer ONE running on 50W, remove one fuse and put the fuseholder back in to avoid
losing it.
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SPEED Switches: What is a 'speed switch'?
The SPEED switches control the bass transmission of the preamp in three steps.
The initial idea is to keep the sound tight and the compression comfortable without a fuzzy tone
even with the highest gain settings possible.
Especially with these often an unwanted muddy bass comes along, which 'steals' the tonal character
of the guitar and the pick up. This becomes noticeable in a kind of 'chokin' of the cabinet with palm
muted low strings.
The first prototype of ONE didn't feature the SPEED switch at all and was intended to be as tight as
possible, thus it was hardwired to the 'FAST' setting. But thanks to some persistant friends and
customers we upgraded it to match some more old school sounds as well, surely still an eye kept on
the overall dynamics.
For those of you who want to thank the most persistant of those, drop him a line at
thank-you-elmar@ampete.com.
A nice side effect of the SPEED switch for those who prefer the FAST setting is, that ONE can be
easily adjusted to 1x12“, 2x12“ or 4x12“ cabinets via the SPEED switch FAST, MED or SLOW setting.
12. SPEED Switch CHANNEL I: Besides switching different limiting frequencies the output impedance
of the channel is altered, which gives a slightly different feel. Simply said we recommend the
settings from Funk (FAST) to Jazz (SLOW).
NOTE: In contrast to CHANNEL II you might adjust the CHANNEL I VOLUME after changing the
SPEED setting.
13. SPEED Switch CHANNEL II: Alters limiting frequencies and amplification factor of different gain
stages. For modern ultra high gain purposes the 'FAST' setting surely suits best, the attack and
transients will be reproduced adequate and speed metal licks – hence the name – come out easily.
'SLOW' however provides a more classic voice with kind of a squishy bass, while 'MED' could be best
described as the neoclassic version of 'SLOW'.
14. PRESENCE: Controls the overall treble and higher mid frequencies of the power amplifier in a wider
range as the TREBLE circuits in both preamp sections.
15. DEEP: Controls the overall bass frequencies of the power amplifier. In conjunction with the
PRESENCE control it could be called a master equalizer, which goes from a mid preset, when both
controls are all the way down to a 'V' shaped scooped sound in the full clockwise setting.
16. SPEAKER OUTPUTS: These 2 jacks are wired in parallel and can be used alone or both.

Make sure a load is connected before the STAND BY switch is activated!!!
17. IMPEDANCE Switch: Set as you are used to or refer to the paragraph 'a word on impedances' to
get further detailed informations to the matching and mismatching of valve amplifiers in general.
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General suggestions:

Even if we think ONE is easy to understand and backs an intuitive operation, it is complex under the
surface. For the specials we want to give you some examples on hand, but we not only want to show
you some cool sound settings, but some suggestions with regards to certain guitars as well, which suit
to certain settings of ONE, and which might surprise you like it did surprise us.

First of all, the different modes in an overview (without BRIGHT or SPEED settings):

1.
2.
3.
4.

CH
CH
CH
CH

I
I
I
I

without BOOST
with BOOST I
with BOOST II
with BOOST I and II

5.
6.
7.
8.

CH
CH
CH
CH

II
II
II
II

LO
LO
LO
LO

without BOOST
with BOOST I
with BOOST II
with BOOST I and II

9.
10.
11.
12.

CH
CH
CH
CH

II
II
II
II

HI
HI
HI
HI

without BOOST
with BOOST I
with BOOST II
with BOOST I and II

The 8th and 12th Mode

Mode 8 as well as Mode 12 (CH II LO or HI with both BOOST I and II engaged) does not only add
more gain but it introduces a special voicing as well.
Even with the highest gain settings a transparent tone is achieved by enabling another treble
boost/bass cut. Don't be surprised by the overal less fat signal when switching to that mode. It makes
funky riffin with a neck Humbucker an absolute pleasure or lets you play complex chords without
getting muddy. The notes and the character of the pick-up is reproduced in a unique way and even
with the hottest pick-up the amp smacks like a Chilli Peppers riff on steroids.
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Guitar hints
The combination of different guitars and amps surely is a real subjective matter. Also certain
combinations surely don't require a special mention. But sometimes I am still surprised about certain
combinations, and I am sure there's at least one surprise for you as well!

Here are some suggestions based on experiences we made with ONE.

1. traditional Single Coil Guitars, Strat, Tele etc.
- CH I w BOOST I and II
- CH II LO w BOOST II
2. traditional Humbucker Guitars, LP, SG, ES335 etc.
- CH I w BOOST I
- CH II HI w BOOST I and II (try high gain settings with a neck Humbucker)
3. traditional and P90 Guitars, LP Jr or SG Jr etc
- CH I w BOOST I and BRIGHT II
- CH II LO w BOOST I
4. traditional Filtertron Guitars, 6120SSL, 6136T, 6128T etc.
- CH I w BOOST I and II (lower BOOST settings)
- CH II LO w BOOST I
5. traditional Dynasonic Guitars like 6129T, 6136DS etc.
- CH I w BOOST I and II and BRIGHT II (middle BOOST settings)
- CH II LO w BOOST I and II
6. modern Humbucker guitars, 7 string, dropped tunings etc.
- CH I w BOOST I and II
- CH II HI w BOOST I
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Controlling ONE...
… via Frontpanel
ONE enables an intuitive manual operation at the front. BOOST, CHANNEL and MASTER are 3 way
switches, simply push them into the direction you suppose for the function you want. For toggling
between CHANNEL II HI and LO mode push the CHANNEL switch twice to the left. The 2 way FX switch
toggles between on and off. The SAVE switch is only needed for MIDI operation.
The BRIGHT switch in CHANNEL I is an analog latched type, which can only be pre-selected but not
programmed. For its description refer to the frontpanel paragraph.
… via Footswitch...
Even more easy and intuitive is the operation with the provided footswitch AMPETE SIX-ONE. There are
two options to use it, the 'Direct Access' or 'Favorites' mode. Both options can be assigned to any of
the six footswitches.
The asymmetrical design is not only a design issue to match our AMPETE angle, but offers the
possibility to kick up to 3 switches simultaneously to get instant access to all 12 modes of ONE.
...using the Direct Access Mode
This is the factory setting. Every footswitchs function is titled and self explaining.
In conjunction to the front panel the footswitch offers to preselect CHANNEL II whether you
want the LO or HI mode.
…using the Favorites Mode
The Favorites Mode lets you store up to six different BOOST / CHANNEL / FX and MASTER
settings. You can program every single footswitch. Proceed as follows:
1. To get into Favorites Mode hold the FX footswitch and turn on ONE (or plug the
footswitch cable into the footswitch).
2. Hold the FX footswitch button until all footswitch LEDs are lit.
3. Release the FX footswitch button.
4. Press and hold the footswitch button you want to program until the corresponding LED
lights up twice. The actual preset will be indicated then (if none only MASTER I).
5. Choose the setting you like with the six footswitches. The preset will be stored as soon
as another preset is selected (7.) or when leaving the program mode (8.)
6. If you want to return a particular footswitch to the direct access mode, press the
channel footswitch button until neither the green or the red LED is lit.
7. If you want to program another footswitch, proceed as described in point (4.), (5.) and
(6.).
8. If you want to leave the program mode, press and hold the last footswitch button
you programmed.
… or via MIDI
There are two ways of controlling ONE via MIDI: Program change or control change. When ONE
receives a program change from your MIDI sending device, simply press the SAVE switch to store the
actual setting. For control change operation refer to the following chart.
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MIDI Control Change messages table

CC Controller Number

Function

Value

80

BOOST I

0 = off,

127 = on

81

BOOST II

0 = off,

127 = on

82

CHANNEL

0 = CHI,

127 = CHII

83

CHANNEL II LO

0 = off,

127 = on

85

SAVE

127 = save

86

FX LOOP

0 = off,

87

MASTER

0 = MASTER I, 127 = MASTER II

127 = on

Checking and setting the MIDI Channel
Press and hold the SAVE button while powering on ONE to set the MIDI channel. All LEDs will light up
signaling the MIDI channel mode. With pressing the SAVE button you start to count through the MIDI
channels in a binary code. The 5 far right LEDs indicate as follows. The factory setting is Omni.

Midi Channel

Yellow BOOSTI (1)

Red BOOSTII (2)

Green CHI (4)

Red CHII HI (8)

Orange CHII LO (16)

Omni
1

ON

2
3

ON
ON

ON

4
5

ON
ON

6
7

ON

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON

8
9

ON
ON

10
11

ON

ON
ON

ON

ON

ON

12
13
14
15
16

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON
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A word on impedances

When it comes to impedances and matching of valve amplifiers and speaker cabinets, there have been
written a lot of words and there have been told many opinions, myths and beliefs. And as it is so often
in our world, all of them are in between the truth and the untruth. Some more, some less. Don't expect
mine to be the only truth! But I'll give you some arguments on hand, why it is not necessary to match
your amp and cabinet and why your amplifier will not get damaged when the load does not match the
impedance switch setting.

Let's start with one of the most often heard opinions. Some claim that a mismatch between amplifier
and cabinet causes the valves to wear out quicker or can cause damage to the output transformer
and/or valves while at the same time advertising their amplifiers to work with any kind of valves,
doesn't matter if EL34, 6L6, KT66, KT88, 6550 etc.
Don't get me wrong that this is not possible, but the matching between amplifier and cabinet isn't
isolated on the secondary winding of the output transformer and the speaker. It's an interaction
between valves, primary winding of the output transformer, secondary winding of the output
transformer and speaker. It starts with a certain impedance each valve type has and which would
require (if we continue the argumentation) a specific primary winding and thus again an impedance of
the output transformer to be 'matched'. The output transformer itself does not only transform the
voltage, it also transforms the impedance. It continues to the output transformers secondary winding
impedance and ends at the speaker (with another... ok, you probably know now ;-)).
As mentioned above, this is not a one way street, it's an interaction, which means the speaker
influences the power amplifier and the power amplifier influences the speaker. Surely this is not a linear
process, it is dependend on frequency, power, electric and even mechanic speaker specifications.
And as if this wouldn't be enough, remember that it's called impedance because it alters with the
frequency... if you have ever seen the impedance curves of a speaker you know what that means.

There are several ways to 'mismatch', using different speaker impedances is only one possibility.
Different valve types or two instead of four valves are others. But none of them causes the power amp,
valves or output transformers to fail.
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The diagram below shows some simple measurements (in that particular case taken with our Amp
TWO, a 110 Hz, 150mV sine wave, which is similar to the 'A' strings first harmonic of a Humbucker
guitar). The amp impedance switch has been set to either 4 (blue color), 8 (orange) and 16 (yellow)
Ohm and in every of these settings a reactive load of 2, 4, 8 and 16 Ohm has been attached to the
power amp. Let's point out only the two essential characters:
1. When the amp impedance switch and cabinet load are matched, the power is nearly identical in
either 4, 8 or 16 Ohm case;
2. The higher the load the higher the wattage, or equivalent the lower the load, the lower the
wattage.

Wattage dependent from load
25
Power / Watt

20
15

Amp Imp switch 4 Ohm
Amp Imp switch 8 Ohm
Amp Imp switch 16 Ohm

10
5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Cabinet
R Load / Ohm

Is it as simple as that? Yes and No.
No, as mentioned above this is not as linear as it looks at first glance as it is dependend from several
parameters. The power will not exceed limiting values of the given specs of the power supply and
power amp, and it drops when these limits are reached.
Yes, because - and this is the main fact for all the ONE users – it will never be the other way round.
The power will not increase when the load impedance is lower than the chosen amp output impedance.
And not only the wattage will not increase, also the voltage - primary and secondary – decreases with a
lower load.
For those who are interested, the current increases. On the primary side it does not exceed the
maximum current flowing when the amp impedance switch and load are set to its minimum position
(most often 4 Ohm).
Without external devices ONE is capable of powering up to 2 cabinets. Let's assume ONEs impedance
switch is set to 16 Ohm, you hooked up two 16 Ohm cabinets at your amplifier, then the total load will
be 8 Ohm.
Refer to the diagram to see that the power of the amplifier drops in contrary to the 16 Ohm setting.
But even if the power decreases by almost one third compared to the matching load, the subjective
impression will be that the volume only drops a bit. Mainly you will notice a slightly different feel, which
is caused by a different damping factor that the power amp of your amplifier 'sees'.
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Hereby a lower impedance from your cabinet will feel more 'loose', a higher impedance will give you a
more 'tight' feeling. There is a simple reason for that. As seen before the higher impedance causes the
amplifier to emit more power, more 'headroom'. Because the bass frequencies require more power than
the higher frequencies, it can be amplified more accurate, more 'tight' as it's often called. The dynamic
does not drop when especially low strings are hitted palm muted. In contrast there's a natural sag with
the lower impedance because of the lowered power.
But don't expect these changes to be drastically, we are talking about nuances in sound.

Having said that, we recommend the following settings but suggest to experiment the result by
yourself.

–
–
–

one or two 16 Ohm Cabinets (=8 Ohm) → Impedance switch 8 Ohm
one or two 8 Ohm Cabinets (=4 Ohm) → Impedance switch 4 Ohm
one or two 4 Ohm Cabinets (=2 Ohm) → Impedance switch 4 Ohm

It is also possible to mix cabinets with different impedances, you only have to be aware that the power
to the cabinets will be different as well, to be precise it will be twice as high at the cabinet with half the
impedance.

–
–

one 16 and one 8 Ohm Cabinet (=5,33 Ohm) → Impedance switch 8 Ohm
one 8 and one 4 Ohm Cabinet (= 2,66 Ohm) → Impedance switch 4 Ohm

In any case do not exceed the power handling of the speaker cabinet! Be aware that the setting of the
volume control does not necessarily indicate the power the amp emits.

This is just a rough overview on the interactions between a valve driven power amplifier and a
loudspeaker. Believe me, that process is far too complex to put it in such a manual, and to be honest in
it's entirity it would exceed my knowledge. And even if the era of valves is long gone, this is why some
very few people - including me - are still researching on it.
… and we keep you informed!
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Valves
Every once in a while you will need to renew the valves, especially the power amp valves, which tend
to wear out much quicker because of the higher current they produce than the preamp valves. It's hard
to do a guess, but depending on how often, how long and at what volume you play a rough estimate
based on our experiences is between 2 and 5 years. If you're a touring musician and play it quite often
quite loud you will probably need to exchange them even every year.
Preamp valves and what you can do by yourself
You won't need to exchange the preamp valves until you notice unusual noises or a loss of signal in
either of the channels, either of the boosts or even throughout the whole amplifier.
If so, there are some very easy methods to locate a defective preamp valve which you can do by
yourself without having any technical experience. That way you don't need to swap all of them.
In case of a microfonic squealing, hissing or crackling noise simply turn all control knobs to middle
position and start turning one by one to fully counter clockwise beginning with the BOOST control.
Refer to the below chart to see which valve has to be changed depending on when the noise
disappears (use a cloth when touching the valves). Two third or even more of all issues will be solved
by exchanging a valve. But even if the cause cannot be solved by that, you can help the tech with
detailed informations thus saving some repair time.
To doublecheck you can also take a chop stick or a pencil and knock slightly against every single one of
the preamp valves. Notice that V1 and V2 are input stages and will produce higher noises when
knocked than V3 – V6.

Control knob

Setting

Valve

Stage

What to do

BOOST

BOOST I any channel

V1

b

change V1

BOOST

BOOST II any channel

V1

a

change V1

CH I GAIN and TONE

CH I

V2

a

change V2

CH I VOLUME

CH I

V3

b

change V3

CH II GAIN

CH II HI

V2

b

change V2

CH II GAIN

CH II LO and HI mode

V3

a

change V3

CH II TREBLE MID BASS VOLUME

CH II LO and HI mode

V4

a and b

change V4

MASTER I or II

any channel

V5

a and b

change V5

Noise still present

any channel

V6

a and b

change V6

If none of those suggestions listed in the above chart solves the issue, the problem will be on
component level. This can still be the preamp but as well in the power supply or the power amp. In
that case you will need to consult a technician anyway.
A loss of signal can have many reasons. Surely it can be caused by a preamp valve as well. The most
easy fix can be exchanging them one by one. Again refer to the chart to see which one has to be
exchanged depending on the symptom.
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Power amp valves and biasing ONE
If you don't feel comfortable by doing the following by yourself, we really recommend to consult a
qualified technician. You should consider this anyway, you won't regret the 100 bucks or so. This is well
invested money every once in a while.
If you need or simply want to exchange the power amp valves you can basically use any current type
of octal valve, no matter if it's EL34, 6L6, 5881, 6550, KT88 (only 50W mode) or even 6V6. The internal
bias trimmer offers a wide range for that purpose.
We surely recommend EL34, as the output transformer and power amp is matched to these specs and
the overall performance sounds best to our ears.
Proceed like the following to exchange the power amp valves and bias the power amp properly for best
perfomance and reliabilty.
1. Remove the back panel.
2. Allow the amp to cool down for at least 10 minutes.
3. In case your old power amp valves are still ok and you simply want to exchange them for
safety reasons or to use a different type, check the bias first. Also check for mechanical noise
issues. For that purpose, turn down the master, use a chop stick or pencil and knock slightly
against every power amp valve and the phase inverter ECC83S (V6, located next to the power
amp valves). You should hear as close as no noises coming from the speakers. If you do hear
any kind of metallic noises, the valve has at least a mechanical issue and should be replaced
(one hint if you are unsure about the noise when you knock at them: If the noise coming from
all of the four power amp valves is quite the same, they are probably ok). It's possible to renew
only that particular valve, but we recommend to exchange all four, unless they have been
exchanged recently.
4. To remove the valves from the sockets move them by pulling slighty for- and backwards. It
works best to use a strong cloth, such as for glasses. Be aware that the applied valve sockets
(the best on the market) and their contacts are really strong to keep the valves tight and safely
in place.
5. Insert the new valves exactly the same way as you pulled out the old ones. Take the cloth and
move the valve slightly for- and backwards while pushing it carefully into the socket.
6. When you have finished inserting the new valves into the sockets allow the amp to warm up for
about 10 min.
7. Use the measuring points accessible from outside the metal chassis. Look for the cut-out with
three measuring points. The middle contact is ground, the outer contacts are the summed
current of V1/V3 and V2/V4.
8. Measure each test point to ground and adjust the internal bias trimmer as refered in the chart
on page 25 (the internal bias trimmer has a very wide range to allow many different valve types
and thus is very sensitive, watch out the voltmeter while adjusting it!!!). You should know that
by turning the bias trimmer you adjust the VOLTAGE at the grids of the power amp valves,
which again alters the CURRENT flowing through these valves. At the measuring points you
measure the voltage, which is directly correlative to the current because of the internal 1Ohm
resistor.
You need to increase the VOLTAGE to decrease the CURRENT and viceversa.
9. When you're done with that, play the amp for a while and check the voltages again as new
power amp valves tend to drift during the first usage.
10. If the current has been drifted by more 5%, go back to '8.' and proceed again.
11. If the voltages are within 5%, attach the back panel again. You're done!
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Bias range chart
Decreasing idle current = turn clockwise
Increasing idle current = turn counterclockwise

Valve Type Number of valves

Power

Idle current range

Our suggestion

EL34

4

100W

24-76mA

60mA

EL34

2

50W

12-38mA

30mA

6L6GC

4

100W

50-90mA

76mA

6L6GC

2

50W

25-45mA

38mA

KT88

2

50W

34-52mA

43mA

6550

4

100W

68-104mA

86mA

6550

2

50W

34-52mA

43mA

6V6

4

50W

20-36mA

24mA

6V6

2

25W

10-18mA

12mA

Under the given conditions there's a certain bias range, in which the amp will perform and in which you
can experiment. You can let you ear decide what you like best, independently we give you our
suggestion, from which we think it sounds and performs best. In general the minimum value will be
lower volume, as well as less fat with lower mids often coming along with some crossover distortions.
The maximum value will be louder, more fat with a richer midrange and a faster attack, but too high
values again can reduce the attack and cause too much compression.
Lower values will prevent your valves from wearing out quicker, hence higher values entails to change
the power amp valves more often. Be aware that the maximum value can cause a valve to overheat
and fail. We do not recommend them, but it's possible. You may ask why do I give such a range then?
Because there is not an absolute truth and not only one absolute value. Don't get fooled by some views
which claim to be exactly that. You're an adult and you can decide by yourself.
Remember, I said it CAN, not it MUST cause a failure.
If you prefer the safe version, follow our suggestion.
Note: If you prefer a 50 instead of the 100W mode, you can either insert only two power amp valves or
take off a fuse in one of the fuse holders (10). We suggest to insert the counterpart of the fuse holder
into the inner part of the fuse holder again to avoid losing it.
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Afterword
It's a perpetual process to develop products and we are open and happy for feedbacks, comments,
opinions, your enthusiasm and praises, but as well for troubles and criticism. But please be
constructive. Nothing is worse than just getting a note of what you don't like. Give us a reason to
review our perspective and maybe implement new ideas into our products.
Please understand that we can not always reply to your requests immediately. This is no offense,
simply ascribable to that we are a small company without a public relation office and need to focus on
our work.
If you want to stop by personally for stories, interviews or just for a visit, please get in touch with us
and make an appointment.
engineering@ampete.com

For dealer requests, product infos and marketing issues please contact:
dealers@ampete.com

For artist relation and endorsement inquiries please contact:
artists@ampete.com

For technical inquiries please contact:
support@ampete.com

For modifications of your Ampete products please contact:
engineering@ampete.com

Beyond that, CU on stage!
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